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RESTORING TRUST IN EMAIL
COMMUNICATIONS, ONE COMPANY AT A TIME
Today's Business Email Scenario:

There is no doubt that in today's world of unified communication, there are many platforms

available to convey, communicate with your end users, vendors, partners, and any external

business entities. However when it comes to formal communications, Email is the most widely

used communication channel.

Any formal business communications are done over email undoubtedly. While it is a critical

communication channel mostly used for official or formal communication, 

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), which guides how email is sent from one computer to another,

allows for a computer to identify any domain as its sending domain and/or from address. This

vulnerability is one way email is being exploited massively. It has become the primary channel of

target, exploited by cybercriminals to lure, attract and even defame an organization or its users. 

 
Initially, the authentication methods available were few and simple, SPF being one of them; however,

as technology advanced, so did the authentication methods and the protection levels they provided.

DKIM was developed next and then DMARC. By utilizing the sending domain’s DNS (Domain Name

System) as the base for authenticating a sender’s credentials, receivers can verify the incoming mail is

truly being sent and authorized by the domain the sender is identifying as.

StopSpoof's Outbound Fraud Protection [OFP] is a cloud based SAAS solution that stops
email fraud & email phishing attacks by automating email authentication process and

end-to-end managed services of deep subject matter expertise. OFP addresses the
organizational and technological hurdles to authentication enforcement. OFP leverages
the power of DMARC authentication to help you implement email authentication quickly
and safely. This allows you to block domain spoofing attacks that appear to be sent on

your organization’s behalf.



DATA  SHEET

SPF
Sender Policy Framework or SPF gives domain owners control over which IP addresses or

hostnames can send emails on their behalf. SPF authentication is done on the Return-Path or the

Envelope-Sender address which is not visible to the Recipient.

SPF is posted in a TXT record of a domain’s DNS.

A failed SPF policy does not guarantee an email will be blocked, which is why the addition of

DKIM and DMARC is important.

An SPF policy is not limited to permitting a single IP, but can specify one IP, multiple IPs, an IP

range(s), a domain, or a list of domains.

However, there are some limitations. SPF does not protect the domain from mailers that  spoof

the friendly from address or name and forwarded emails typically fail SPF even  though the email

being shared is legitimate. Additional technical details about SPF are:

 

When an email is received, the receiving server takes the sending domain, either from the

envelope-from address (also known as the return-path) or HELO command, and looks up the

authorized IP(s) allowed to send on its behalf in the SPF record. The authorized IPs are then

compared to the sending IP identified during the connection. The result (pass/fail, listed/not

listed) is written into the header and then incorporated into the filtering decisions that

determine if acceptance is granted and, if so, placement. In some instances, SPF can create false

positives due to how the message path changes. For example, forwarded emails, as mentioned

above, will be sourced from the IP the forwarding customer is using instead of the originating IP

of the sender, which will result in a failed SPF authentication test.

How does it work?

DKIM
DomainKeys Identified Mail or DKIM validates the sender using public key (asymmetric)

cryptography, specifically RSA digital signatures. The record contains a DKIM version and the

public key. DKIM assures that the email content has not been modified in-transit. Every Incoming

email gets verified for DKIM records, while for outgoing Email DKIM are being stamped for each

email. Additional technical details about DKIM are:

DKIM is posted in a TXT record of the domain’s DNS.

DKIM relies on the content to remain intact between when authentication is signed and when

it is received and validated.

A failed DKIM policy does not guarantee an email will be blocked or bulked.

DKIM uses two keys, public and private, that must match to authenticate a domain’s identity.

Cryptographic authentication is used to match these keys.

The private key (or hash) is written into the header of an email when it is assembled and

mailed and the public key posted in the responsible party’s DNS
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DMARC

When an email is received, the receiving server takes the domain specified in the DKIM signature

(d) and looks up the public key in the DNS. If the public key matches the private key written into

the DKIM signature (b), then the domain is authenticated and DKIM passes. If the keys do not

match, DKIM fails, but does not necessarily cause the message to be rejected. In most cases, the

result will be incorporated into the overall filtering decision for acceptance and placement.

How does it work?

DMARC is an email authentication standard for receiving mail servers to determine how to

evaluate emails that claim to be from your domain. 

The transparency check ensures the customer is seeing the same domain that is being

authenticated through SPF and DKIM. The DMARC policy gives instructions on what to do with a

message that fails to pass authentication AND domain alignment. Instead of relying on an ISPs

filters to determine acceptance and placement, DMARC gives the domain owner direct control

over what happens to mail coming from unauthorized sources. 

Another benefit of DMARC is that it gives the option to receive reports detailing which messages

passed or failed and where in the authentication process the message failed (SPF, DKIM, and/or

domain alignment tests), which can help to identify phishing attempts and infrastructure

vulnerabilities. Additional technical details about DMARC are:

DMARC is posted in a TXT record of a domain’s DNS.

DMARC builds upon SPF and DKIM authentication credentials and results.

The use of both SPF AND DKIM are recommended even though only one authentication

method is required.

DMARC can be set up to monitor only, without affecting delivery.

DMARC can follow a strict policy where only exact domain matches pass or a more relaxed set

of policies that gives flexibility to the sending domains used.

DMARC protection can be used on any organizational domain or subdomain regardless of

whether it’s used in sending email or not.

 

Once an email goes through SPF and DKIM authentication checks, the receiving server checks for

a DMARC policy associated with the From Address domain. If one exists, identifier (domain)

alignment tests are performed to confirm the identity shared with the customer matches the

identity shared with the receiving server. In other words, if a sender claims to be from

@abc.com to the customer, but states that they are @xyz.com to the receiving

server, the identifier alignment test will fail.

 

If DMARC is published on the organizational level, the policy will cover all subdomains unless a

unique subdomain policy is set to override it. The organizational level is beneficial as it gives the

sender the ability to set up one policy without having to create a unique DMARC policy for all

domains that are mailing or could be spoofed.

How does it work?



DMARC requires that only one authentication method pass WITH proper alignment. For

example, even if DKIM fails to pass the authentication check, as long as SPF passes

authentication and the identifier alignment test, then DMARC too will pass. When DMARC does

fail, the policy will dictate what will happen with the message, whether it be to send the email to

quarantine, reject it, or allow it to move on.

HEADER DETAIL

From Address: info@e.sample.com

Return-Path: e.sample.com

Sending IP: 123.123.11.123

DKIM: d=e.sample.com,

b=E7pwHCx/aqe...

e.sample.com DNS (Return-Path

domain)

SPF Record: v=spf1; ip4: 123.123.11.123 -all

----------------------------------------------------

Sending IP (123.123.11.123) is listed as an

authorized sending IP

----------------------------------------------------

           SPF authentication
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Authentication workflow

EMAIL SERVICE PROVIDER

sends email for Sample.com

RECEIVING ISP

checks SPF authentication

PERMISSION CHECK: Is the IP

authorized to send on behalf of

e.sample.com?

NEXT: DKIM authentication

Receiving ISP

checks DKIM authentication

Receiving ISP

checks identifier alignment

IDENTITY CHECK: Is the signature

provided truly from e.sample.com?

TRANSPARENCY CHECK: Is the identity

disclosed to the receiving ISP the same

one shared with the customer?

e.sample.com DNS (DKIM domain)

DKIM Record: k=rsa\;

p=MIGpXT0Kc+623wyjLy3Dewt/tbR

Private key (E7pwHCx/a..) matches

public key posted for e.sample.com

           DKIM authentication

NEXT: DMARC authentication

From Address domain: e.sample.com

Return-Path domain: e.sample.com

DKIM domain: e.sample.com

Domains for SPF and DKIM match domain

listed in From Address

            DMARC authentication tests

  AND

            DMARC alignment tests

NEXT: Filtering



RECEIVING ISP

runs filtering algorithms

CUSTOMER INBOX

runs filtering preferences

acceptance and placement based on

authentication results, reputation,

engagement, volume, user unknowns,

spam traps, etc.

Inbox VS Junk based on past

engagement, filters, and settings
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By combining all three authentication protocols, receiving servers can now check that an IP is

authorized to mail, confirm the sender is who they say they are, and is transparent about their

identity to the customer. StopSpoof requires the use of SPF and DKIM for all clients and

recommends deploying DMARC as well.

Summary


